
Avant 908i 
The flagship loudspeaker of the Avant
range, the 908i is a three-way design that
combines the resolution of smaller models
with power, authority and awesome drive.
The latter comes thanks to a dedicated,
side-firing 25cm long throw woofer,
housed in its own enclosure which is
capable of reaching 35Hz.

Frequency response (Hz) 35-22k

Sensitivity (dB) 90

Impedance (nominal) (Ohms) 4-8

Power rating (Watts RMS) 15-200

Drivers* (1) 255mm (10”) long throw non-pressed 
paper cone woofer

(2) 130mm (5.25”) aluminium CPC mid

(1) 25mm (1”) aluminium dome tweeter

X-Over type 3way + dampened 2nd order HF 
with DVP

Dimensions mm (hxwxd) 950x165x340

Dimensions inches (hxwxd) 37.3x6.5x13.3

Weight (kg) 20

Weight (lbs) 44

Magnetic shielding Yes

Finishes Honey Maple

Black

Calvados
Black Calvados Honey

Maple
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The brand new Avant 900i series is the
result of a considered and logical
research and development programme
that fostered the critically acclaimed
Performance range.  The original 900
Series has been given a full technical
makeover and its technology has been
updated and improved throughout.

The drivers employ the same V-Form
technologies ™ used in  Performance
which is an innovative mechanical
connection increasing radiating area and
aiding structural rigidity.  The surround
itself varies in thickness, helping
accurate, pistonic operation and allowing
the dish to operate freely, delivering huge
benefits in timing performance.

The tweeter has adjusted and
improved frequency response
parameters and improved amplifier load.
The voice coil former is made from
aluminium acting as a heatsink and
offering better thermal power handling.
All this contributes to reduced distortion
and sweeter treble.  The tweeter has also
been re-voiced to give flatter response
and deeper bass.  The cabinet employs
strategic bracing in critical areas to
reduce radiation and new internal
damping improves mid-range clarity.
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